
Premier Case Study: 
Qualcomm Atheros

Break Through the Wireless 
Data Ceiling

Company
Qualcomm Atheros has more than 
20,000 employees worldwide. In the 
2012 fiscal year, the company generated 
total revenue of $19.12 billion USD. 

Challenge
Keeping wireless local area network 
(WLAN) test costs low and accuracy 
high while reducing characterization 
times as device complexity grows 
by tracking an increasing number 
of wireless standards.

Solution
Using the NI PXI-based vector signal 
transceiver and the NI LabVIEW FPGA 
Module to create a customized, 
flexible WLAN.

Results
The results included a 200X reduction 
in test time compared to previous 
rack-and-stack instruments, lower 
test costs, better device 
characterization, and, ultimately, a 
major step forward in helping better 
connect the world through optimized 
communication systems.

Overview
Customer Profile
For more than two decades, Qualcomm Atheros has been a leader in next-

generation wireless technologies for networking, consumer electronics, 

computing, and mobile device communications.

As the world begins to address the latest WiFi standards, new modulation 

schemes, more channels, more bandwidth settings, and more spatial streams 

are being added to these devices to prevent society from hitting a wireless data 

ceiling. This is driving an increase in the number of possible setting combinations, 

resulting in hundreds of thousands of data points for a single operational mode 

and creating a significant challenge for manufacturers to prevent test times 

from increasing.  

The Challenge
The domination of wireless devices in our day-to-day lives continues to drive the 

consumption of bandwidth-hungry content. As a result, more wireless standards 

are cropping up, which is forcing companies that make wireless device components 

to add more capabilities to their chips. Increased capabilities require more complex 

testing, which typically results in higher costs for manufacturers who work to keep 

overall costs down while maintaining high test accuracy.



The Solution
Using National Instruments software-designed RF test instrumentation, 

Qualcomm Atheros, a leading provider in wireless technology, created a flexible 

test system that delivers a 200X reduction in test time. This test system lowers 

test costs and more accurately determines device behavior under a variety of 

conditions, which results in a better understanding of Qualcomm Atheros’ 

wireless devices and more reliable functionality for consumers.

The Technology
To tackle its test time challenges, Qualcomm Atheros used a new kind of 

instrument, the NI PXIe-5644R vector signal transceiver, which combines the 

functionality of an RF signal generator and an analyzer in a single instrument. 

In addition, the vector signal transceiver offers an onboard FPGA that is user-

programmable with high-level LabVIEW graphical system design software.

The Results
With LabVIEW reducing the complexity of developing high-speed FPGA-based 

processing, Qualcomm Atheros can now synchronize the timing of the digital 

interface to the chip simultaneously with the RF instrumentation front end. 

Controlling its device from within the instrument rather than transferring data 

across a bus back and forth to the controller resulted in shorter test times.

After switching to the NI PXI vector signal transceiver, the team could 

characterize the entire range of radio operation in one test sweep per device, 

acquiring all 300,000 data points. The availability of this data gave Qualcomm 

Atheros engineers a view of the device operation they had never seen before, 

and the team could explore operational regimes not previously considered. By 

synchronizing the timing of digital control directly with the RF front end of the 

instrument, Qualcomm Atheros has seen test times improve by more than 20X 

over its previous PXI solution and up to 200X over the original solution using 

traditional instruments.

‘‘ Using the software-designed 
NI PXI vector signal transceiver 
and the NI WLAN 
Measurement Suite, we 
improved test speeds by more 
than 200X compared to 
traditional rack-and-stack 
instruments while significantly 
improving test coverage.’’ 

—Doug Johnson, 
Qualcomm Atheros
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